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RESPONSE TO
COVID-19

Together we serve better...
Sewa International USA

Hindu faith-based nonprofit charity since 2003
Volunteer based | 43 US chapters
Revenues: approx. $8 million (2019)
Sewa International USA

KEY FOCUS AREAS

- Beneficiary Diversity
- Family and Child Welfare
- Promote Volunteerism
- Disaster Recovery

DISASTER RECOVERY
FAMILY AND CHILD WELFARE
PROMOTING VOLUNTEERISM
COVID-19 CRISIS
SEWA TAKES UP THE MANTLE

SIX PRONGED APPROACH
NON MEDICAL HELP LINE
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
FOOD & GROCERIES
CASE MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
SENIOR CITIZENS
$1,324,000 RAISED FOR COVID-19 RELIEF EFFORTS

Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...

686,500+
N95, KN95,
SURGICAL MASKS
DISTRIBUTED
Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
200+ PHYSICIANS & ATTORNEYS ENGAGED

Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
103,000+ HOME MADE MASKS PREPARED & DISTRIBUTED

Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
102 WEBINARS
ON HEALTH & VISA ISSUES

Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
1081+ SENIOR CITIZENS REACHED & SUPPORTED

Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
300+ INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OFFERED ACCOMMODATION, FOOD/GROCERY, TRAVEL SUPPORT, ETC

Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...

75+ PLASMA DONORS
ORGANIZATIONS 30 RECIPIENTS, 4 PATIENTS SERVED
VIA ONLINE PLASMA REGISTRY
Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
1000+ ORGANIZATIONS
Reached through Pledge for Service Campaign

Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
Sewa International Response to COVID 19 - Together we serve better...
ENDORSEMENTS BY PROMINENT PEOPLE FOR SEWA INTERNATIONAL WORK

GURUDEVI SRI SRI RAVI SHANKAR
SPIRITUAL LEADER

KAILASH KHER
INDIAN SINGER

SADHIK BHAGAWATI
SARASWATI PHD
 Parmarth Niketan Ashram

SRI SRI GANAPATHY
SACHCHIDANANDA SWAMI
Avadhoota Datta Peetham, Ayur

RAHUL SOLAPURKAR
INDIAN FILM
ACTOR

PADMA SHRI PADMAJA
PHEMANY JOGLEKAR
HINDU SANGIETI CLASSICAL SINGER

PUJYA CHAITANYAMURTIDAS
SWAMI
BAPS SWAMINARAYAN SANSTHA

PADMA SHRI
DR. SHUDDHIR PARikh

VIDYA JOSHI
BRUHAN MAHARASHTRA MANDAL
OF NORTH AMERICA

SHANTANU MUKHERJEE
INDIAN PLAYBACK
SINGER

UDAY TIKERK
INDIAN FILM
ACTOR

HH SRI SIDDHESWARANANDA
BHARATI SRI SIDDHESWARI
PEETHAM OF COURTALLAM

DR SWATI KULKARNI
CONSUL GENERAL OF INDIA
ATLANTA

DR. JAGDISH SHETH
GOIZUETA BUSINESS SCHOOL
OF EMORY UNIVERSITY

UPENDRA CHIVUKULA
FORMER ASSEMBLYMAN
NEW JERSEY

SHREE SWAMINARAYAN
SATOSANG MANDAL
VADATAL DHAM NJ,

VIDYA JOSHI
BRUHAN MAHARASHTRA MANDAL
OF NORTH AMERICA

SHREE SWAMINARAYAN
GURUKUL
SHREE SHANTIPRIYDAS SWAMI

SANDEEP CHAKRAvORTHY
CONSUL GENERAL NEW YORK

SRI SASHIBHUSHAN MOCHERLA
PRESIDENT
SRI SIDDHESWARI SEVA

SWAMI PARIPOORNANANDA
SRI PEETHAM, KARINADA

PROF. VED PRAKASH NANDA
PAMDA BHUSHAN
AWARDEE

SHOUNAK ABHISHEK
INDIAN VOCALIST
THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT & DONATIONS

BECAUSE OF YOU WE MADE IT
JOIN US
IN THIS CRITICAL ENDEAVOR
COVID-19 CRISIS: SEWA TAKES UP THE MANTLE
DONATE WITH CONFIDENCE

www.sewausa.org/donate

ONLINE DONATION | WIRE TRANSFER | PAY PAL | DONATION BY CHECK | ZELLE PAY
www.sewusa.org

www.sewusa.org/donate